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Your Source for Custom Flags,
Banners and Trade-show Displays.
Aurora Flags & Banners (formally known as House of Flags and
Banners) was founded in 1989 in Edmonton. Since then, we’ve
become a specialized source for all types of fabric printing.
Aurora Flags and Banners has evolved from a custom flag shop to
a full-service custom fabric printer that specializes in large format
fabric and banner printing, street pole banners, custom canopy
tents, trade-show displays, custom table covers and, of course,
custom flags.
Our team of professionals are experienced in helping you find the
best solution for your needs.

For a FREE QUOTE give us a call at 1 800 903 8372
or send us an email info@auroraflags.com
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Custom Fabric Printing
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Display Products

CANOPY TENTS

Our custom printed canopy tents are a great solution for outdoor displays, trade shows and
promotional events! We offer three different tent sizes (10’x10’, 10’x15’, 10’x20’) which can be ordered
with any combination of side and back walls.
The only frame we offer is a heavy duty 40mm aluminum hex- frame. Aluminum hex frames are
stronger and lighter than traditional square steel frames. These frame are corrosion resistant, great for
indoor or outdoor use and surprisingly light weight.
Our canopies are printed in 600D polyester and are flame and water resistant. The canopies are dye
sublimated and all surfaces are printable.

PSST......We offer discounts when ordering multiple products!

Try pairing a canopy tent with a banner
blade or a table throw for a complete
branded display!
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Display Products

With seven different kinds of stretch-fit
backdrops in fifteen different sizes we are sure
to have the perfect product for your needs.
Don’t forget your LED lights and podium!

STRETCH-FIT BACKDROPS
Our Most Popular Backdrop

Our stretch-fit backdrop is the perfect addition to any trade-show or display
booth as it offers eye-catching, vivid printed graphics on a stand-alone structure.
The stretch-fit backdrop is a great alternative to a standard back wall, telescopic
backdrop or pop-up display as the hardware is lighter and more robust and the
stretch fabric provides a well fitted and wrinkle free display every time. This means
no more smoothing out graphics and adjusting your display on site to ensure it fits
the hardware properly. This product is sublimation printed
and can be printed full colour on one or two
sides.

A Perfect Fit
The fabric graphic fits tightly over the hardware just like a pillowcase.
This product is dye sublimated, which means there is no limitation to your
design or the colours you choose. The easy-to-construct tubular structure
can typically be assembled by one person in about 10 minutes.
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Display Products
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TELESCOPIC BACKDROPS

POP-UP BACKDROPS

Great for small events!

Try them with repeating logos!

Our telescopic backdrop is a great economy alternative to a traditional back wall or
pop-up display. The telescopic backdrop (also known as a Step and Repeat banner)
Includes a fabric graphic, hardware and a carrying case. They are made of 300D polyester
fabric - which is wrinkle and flame resistant. The hardware is collapsible,
light-weight and easy to setup.

Pop-up backdrops are a mainstay product for
trade shows. These easy to set up displays are
printed on stretch polyester, which provides a vibrant
and wrinkle free print. The light weight aluminium
pop up frame can easily be set up by one person
in 5 minutes.

Whether the telescopic backdrop is being used for a grand opening or an annual event;
it is a product that can be reused and continuously updated.

These backdrops can be printed double sided
and can include optional end caps.

B

Light up options available!
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Display Products

TABLE COVERS
Do you need a sleek, portable and professional way to show off your
brand? Try a custom table cover!
Table covers are superior to front table banners because they do not
require additional hardware, they don’t glare under trade-show lights and
they keep your booth looking sleek and professional. Our table covers are
flame, wrinkle and stain resistant.

Colour outside the lines! Our Dye-Sublimation printing
technique allows for full-colour printing
ALL OVER THE TABLE THROW!

Not sure what size you need? Ask about
our convertible table covers!
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HANGING DISPLAYS
Hanging fabric displays are printed on a stretch block-out polyester fabric that
allows for single or double sided printing. The hanging displays are available
in multiple styles, shapes and sizes. All hanging displays are made of a tubular
structure that the fabric graphic wraps around. All graphics are washable,
foldable, and wrinkle and flame resistant. The hanging display is the perfect
trade show companion as it is easy to set up, lightweight and easy to transport.

Stock Flags & Flag Poles
Hardware and Stock Items
We offer a variety of off the shelf solutions for flags, indoor flag pole kits ,
residential flagpoles and more!
Ask

us about our selection of Canadian, provincial, aboriginal and international
flags.

COMMERCIAL FLAGPOLES
Available in Aluminum and Fiberglass
Aurora Flags offers aluminum and fibreglass flagpoles.
Both options come with internal halyards, tilt or fixed
bases. Aurora Flags supplies flag poles to government
and industry across Canada.

Select models are available from 16’ to 100’ tall
Installation is available on all of our commercial poles
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Specializing In Custom
Flags since 1989
If you’re looking for a custom printed flag you came to the right place! Aurora Flags and Banners has
specialized in custom flags since its inception in 1989. We print on knitted polyester (duraknit, polyknit,
duraflag equivalents) as well as 200D nylon.
If you’re looking for fast turnarounds and a budget friendly soltuion, knitted polyester is the material
of choice. If you’re looking for a higher quality flag that meets or exceeds government standards, then
nylon is the way to go.
200D NYLON custom flags are the highest quality flag we make. That is to say, your nylon custom flag is
created on the same printer and on the same material as the ones printed for the National and Provincial
governments. The fly side of all of our nylon flags are sewn with 4 lines of stitching. We are able to achieve
upwards of 90% colour penetration on our digitally printed nylon flags
KNITTED POLYESTER custom flags can be produced in as little as a few days. Knitted polyester is a great
budget alternative to nylon as it is less expensive to produce and has fewer production steps; this brings
the turnaround time and the cost down. Knitted polyester is the standard flag fabric for most of the
world; it is a high-quality product that has a comparable lifespan to nylon. We are able to achieve about
an 80% colour penetration on knitted polyester digitally printed flags
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Custom Flags
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Custom Flags

ROTO-TOP

DEVELOPER FLAGS
Popular with residential land developers, home builders,
cities and large event promoters, roto-top flags are highly
visible and perfect for roadside marketing. This unique
system consists of a rotating top and arm to keep your
flag fully visible at all times.
Our roto-top flags are printed in full colour on your choice
of polyester or nylon.
Roto-top flags are a marketing staple for any type of
event or for beautifying a streetscape.

ROTO-TOP HARDWARE
21’ Pole and Rotator with cross arm
Pole: 21’ long, 2” ID, schedule 40
Powder Coating available on request.

(OD 2 3/8”)

Rotator and Cross Arm: Rotators come standard
to fit 2” ID Pole. 48” cross arm included.

Ask About our roto-top installation and
community pageantry packages for a
complete solution!
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Custom Banners

VINYL BANNERS
Perfect for Indoor and Outdoor applications
Custom printed vinyl banners are fast to
print, and very long lasting. Vinyl banners
are a common marketing tool as they are
a fast and easy way to get your message
out and in front of your customers.

STREET BANNERS

Perfect for Cities and Towns
Street pole banners are often used by cities and
municipalities to brand and brighten up streetscapes.
Street banners are a great tool for promoting events
and enhancing civic pride.

FABRIC BANNERS

Polyester Fabric Banners

Fabric Banners are a great alternative to vinyl as they do
not reflect light, are lightweight and easy to transport and
store. Fabric banners offer a sophisticated look to your
display as the vivid print dye-sub print and wrinkle-free
fabric presents your messaging in the most eye catching
way possible. Fabric banners work well in lobbies, trade
shows, corporate events and permanent displays.

STREET BANNER HARDWARE
Junior Windspill Banner Brackets

The Junior Windspill Banner bracket is our most
popular bracket system. It is made of a die-cast
aluminium bracket and has a 30″ fibreglass arm.
It can accommodate a 30″ wide banner, is fully
adjustable and can be used with a pole with a
diameter larger than 1.5″.

Ask About our street banner installation
services for a complete solution!
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TEARDROP FLAGS AND BANNER BLADES

Beach Flags, Advertising Banners Tear Drop Flags- One Product With Many Names!
Teardrop flags and banner blades are great road-side marketing tools. Perfect for indoor and outdoor advertising,
our flags are fully customizable and come in multiple sizes and styles.
We print our teardrop flags and banner blades on knitted polyester, they can be finished single or double sided and
come with a range of different bases and mounting options.
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Custom Banners

FENCE BANNERS

Fence Banners for Events , Construction Sites and Temporary Applications

Also known as fence wraps, these banners wrap around fences to create a new marketing space where there previously
was just a plain old fence! Whether you’re looking to dress up your construction site or simply market on an existing fence
on your site; fence banners are the perfect tool.
Depending on budget and desired lifespan, fence banners are printed on either an 8 oz vinyl mesh banner or our polyester
mesh. Call us today to see which one is best for your application!

